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The Fox Barks
Yes, some people do read this here

page! Though the last issue has been out but
a few days, already a reply lies before me
with the name and address of a club contact
person (president?) in Florida -- Pete
Nelson. He wrote a nifty letter applauding
our efforts to build a roster of local clubs so
new or relocating sidecarists can get in
touch with someone nearby. Their group is
"loose", apparently has no official name, but
welcomes newcomer's contacts. Thank you
for the prompt reply, Pete!

S.A. "Pete" Nelson, #585 383 Rio
Grande, Edgewater, FL 32141

Rallys
The USCA isn't going to lean on the

locals, assign them to hold the National
Rally, or even a local rally. We're not going
to dabble in local politics, insist on specific
agenda, uniforms for rides, etc. We'd like to
know about groups willing at least to meet
with new sidecarists in their area, and reas-
sure them that like-minded people do exist,
near their home. People being people, the
new arrival may or may not click with the
group as such, but individuals may find
bonds.

"Groups" includes fully organized and
incorporated clubs replete with several
officers and constitution on down to friends
who get together for an occasional ride. Any
group of sidecarists of any size. It all stays
voluntary as far as the USCA is concerned.
We'd just like to know that you are, where
you are, and keep you informed about things
sidecar.

Deadlines
If any of you would like to get more

involved in sidecaring, like holding a side-
car rally, let us have a flyer, or just a notice
and contact person, and we'll put you in our
magazine. Remember about deadlines,
though - they seem to be horribly ahead of
event times, but a major independent publi-
cation has to depend on the editor and any
staff to put things together, a printer to
schedule and print and bind it, somebody to
put mailing labels on all the issues, and then
the good old post office to move everything
along its lines. Somehow, that takes a lot
longer than whacking half a page on the
typewriter or computer, running the eleven
copies off, folding - addressing - stamping
them, popping them into the mailbox and
waiting a few days for delivery. Even the
big professional completely in-house
publications require 90-day lead time.

Yeah, so I've told you before because
people continue to squawk about that lead
time, and worse yet -ignore it and then
scream because their material didn't get in. I
don't have a one-track mind, I just want all
of you to know the realities of life and face
them, so that we can do one of our major
tasks -- keep all of you informed of activi-
ties around the country. Our deadlines are
printed on page 38 of the SIDECARIST --
and that means in the editor's hands -- so
mail early or miss out. Thank you!
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Lean-out
It was late June, and I had been visiting

with the parts guys at the local Harley shop.
Now, you have to appreciate the fact that one
of the nice things about the parts guys is that
we share a common interest in motorcycles
that goes beyond H-Ds. Notably, we also
revere old motorcycles, and in particular,
British motorcycles. One of the guys owns
and is restoring my old 500 Triumph and the
other regularly commutes to the shop on a
441 Victor BSA.

Anyway, these guys are also horse-
traders in the best sense of the term. They
find I have an old part like a Norton Fast-
back tank and seat, and they gotta have it,
and it eventually gets traded for some part
they wanted bad.

Cliff, had come onto a deal of two BSAs
that he was picking up, one bike to restore
and the other for parts, when it came to light
that the seller also had an "old BSA sidecar
frame" that he wanted to unload, and soon it
was arranged that I would drive my old VW
bus over there and collect said frame.

It was almost amusing that the lot of
these horse-traders knowledge stopped, when
it came to a hack. I pulled up to the guy's
house and looked at the frame, and knew it
was no "BSA sidecar frame"... here, was an
old Bingham frame with sprung suspension,
rusted wheel, flat tire, struts and mounting
hardware. The works was loaded into the bus
and a future project is now in the shed.
Come to think of it, my first Bingham hack
came home in that bus, nearly 24 years ago.

Summer didn't seem like it was ever
going to give up this year. In an effort to
avoid some of the southern heat, I was east-
bound across Montana, on July 29th, while
Miles City was having a record-breaking
110°! Hot motorcycling.

Yesterday, September 21st, the weather
was mentioning that Miles City was some-

thing like 17°! Snow in Rapid City and on
down into the Pan-Handle of Texas. Per-
haps summer has come to an abrupt stop
and gone to winter, bypassing fall.

With temperatures still in the 80s and
90s here in southern California, some of
this is hard to believe.

With inland temperatures still in the
100s at the end of August, I fired up the rig
early one morning to ride about 150 miles
north, and camp with some friends at about
the 7,200 foot mark. It was a relaxing
weekend OUT four with motorcycles and
two sidecars, including the rig of USCA
member Dur Thompson. However, getting
to and from the high camp, was still a hot
situation to be reckoned with.

A few days later, I had stopped by my
local Harley shop to drop off the new issue
of the SIDECARIST, when I spotted...
yup... a new display of H-D Christmas
cards. Naturally, when I spotted a new box
with a sidecar rig on it, I had to buy it. This
is sort of my sneaky way of getting in
Season's Greeting in this last issue of 1995,
as well as plugging Harley-Davidson for
again, including sidecars on their Skating
Party #99475-96Z card set, partially repro-
duced here, over, in less glory than the full
color originals. If you hurry down to your
local dealership, you might be able to grab
a box for sending appropriate greetings to
ten of your sidecar friends, if they are good
enough friends to rate a $1.00 card.

Of course, I am hard put to think of ten
people that rate that expensive of a card,
and I don't know anyone who would spend
that much on a card to send me.
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Lean-out

Skating Party #99475-96Z card set
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Expo
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Letters
Letters should be addressed to the SIDECARIST,

P.O. Box 191, Lakeside, CA 92040. All letters are
subject to editing for space considerations and clarity.

FOR THE REAL MONKEY
Dear Editor:

Enclosed is a picture I took at the '95 Rally in
Wisconsin Dells. It was taken at the Circus World
Museum as part of the circus we saw.

Two monkeys drove it around. I thought you
might put it in the next magazine.

Roxane Fischer #5150 Fenton, Missouri

EQUALEAN INFORMATION
Dear Editor:

I am enclosing information in response to Mr.
Marvin Cooper's request in the Jyly/August issue of the
SIDECARIST.

I am not an expert on the Equalean but do own
one and have a little experience with them. I also have
a set of instructions for the mounting of an Equalean to
an early Goldwing. This would be nearly, if not exactly,
the same as the G.W. 1200. However, after looking at
my instructions I don't believe that the mounts you
have are for the Wing.

Could you put the Equalean on a Honda 750?
Certainly. But you will have to fabricate your own
mounts for the front and rear. You could use the parallel
arms provided or use the new style short arms. I was
told by Graydon Wallick that the last of the Equaleans
used arms half the length of yours and also used a third
arm to replace the track in the rear.

The air compressor you asked about is located
inside the body, under the carpet, in a hollow just
forward of the wheel. Originally the Equalean came
with a S&W (Monroe?) shock, but was updated to
something better (S&W?).

Todd Downing #696 Dousman, Wisconsin
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Letters..
MORE ON EQUALEAN.
Dear Editor:

I just purchased an Equalean sidecar and have yet
to mount it to my motorcycle. However I have a video
which shows it hooked up to an early model Gold-
wing. The video is footage of corners, highways and
around town riding and also shows some good views
of the mounting system.

I also have a folder with mounting instructions,
pictures,  articles, etc. Must be 30-50 pages. Pretty
much stuff that has been passed from owner to owner,
I'm sure this will help you out

[Info was forwarded to Mr. Cooper -- ed.].

There is supposed to be a compressor on board. It
controls an air adjustable shock made by Monroe.

If you are interested, give me a call or letter.

Mark Easter 308 River Rd. Weare, NH 03281
(603)529-0236

ESCORT TOP FIX.
Dear Editor:

After four years of cussin, fussin and breaking
fingernails, trying to snap the convertible top to the
windshield on my Champion Escort, I looked for an
easier way and found it as per sketch.

Running a 3/8 inch drill bit inside the tubing, and
polishing the rod, helps.

I performed this operation on two more local
Escorts, almost immediately.

Tommy Ebberts #3393 Hoosier Hacks,
Greenville, Ohio.

THANKS... BUT STILL
LOOKING.
Dear Editor:

Please publish a "thank you" to Paul Coleman,
from me, regarding my request for info on leading link
forks and left side pipes for my Sportster project.

Unfortunately, I haven't received any responses to
my letter. But I have found a source for Unit leading
link forks in the U.S. Doug Bingham, of Sidestrider
and Watsonian, is the U.S. distributor for Unit forks.

He also re-machines your upper fork mount and
re-drills it to reduce trail. Costs about $1,500 less and
takes a week turn around time. Works very well, as I
should know, for he did that several years ago on a
Yamaha 650 I had hooked up to a Velorex.

I probably have put over 200,000 miles on hacks
over the years, but having not ridden one for eight
years, I forgot how they demand upper body and arm
strength. Mine is up and running now -- a '94 Sportster
with a new Motorvation Spyder. A great looking
combination. probably avail myself of Doug's expertise
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Letters..
soon, and that should reduce the strain on my old body.

As far as making your column "politically
correct" -- don't do it! I have ridden many brands from
many countries over the years and have had to put up
with lot's of good-natured ribbing. You are probably
not old enough to remember the insults that both sides
made about the other when Harley and Indian were the
only U.S  brands in production. They got downright
rude, but we still rode and competed with one another.
Tell the nay-sayers to grow up!

On another sadder note, I also knew Clyde Earl
well, and considered myself as one of his many friends.
He was one of a kind and contributed a great deal to the
world of motorcycling and to sidecaring. My condo-
lences to his family.

PS; I'm still looking for a set of left side pipes.

S.A. "Pete" Nelson #585 Edgewater, Florida

ANOTHER INVITE.
Dear Editor:

Thanks for putting our Guzzi in Gatorland Rally
announcement in the SIDECARIST.

I read with interest the last issue of the SIDE-
CARIST and noticed the letter from Delancy Starkes. I
know "Sonny" (as he is known around here), he and
his wife are really nice people. I have not called him
lately as my job does not give me much time off, but I'll
call him again since he is a fellow sidecarist and
motorcycle rider.

How about asking for anyone interested in a
Southeast United states Rally? I would be interested in
helping to organize one if there is anyone else inter-
ested. Maybe we could have it along with Guzzi In
Gatorland. Everyone is welcome, no matter what they
ride, so sidecars would fit right in. Maybe you could
include the idea in your next issue and give my name
and phone number to gauge response. Sincerely.

Doug Woodin #5466, P.O. Box 2382, Bunnell,
Florida 32110 (904)437-4263
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Rally..
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Rally
17th ANNUAL USCA NATIONAL RALLY

By Ed Johnson
The United Sidecar Association National

sidecar rally was held this year, June 26-28, at
Eagle Flats Campground, Wisconsin Dells,
Wisconsin.

In 1979, at the first USCA rally, the host
was Bill Espe, and the event was held at a camp-
ground in Bland, Missouri.

The hosts this year were Al and Marlene
Schultz. Al heads the Wisconsin Sidecarists, a
group affiliated with the USCA.

The events scheduled were entertaining,
informative and educational.
CHILDREN'S' GAMES AND CRAFTS

The smaller ones and the teen-agers were
more prevalent at this rally than ever before, in
proportion to the overall attendees. Children's'
games were held under the direction of Chris
Rybacek. Children's' crafts were handled by
Debbie Wentzel. Both events were well attended,
and the young ones had a good time. A thought

for the future; the teen-agers had no events
planned for them, or by them. It might be a good
idea to let them plan their own agenda at up-
coming rallies.
DUCK TOURS

Of all the events planned, the DUCK tours
were the most popular. Three DUCKS drove into
the campground and carried off 75 persons. What
is a DUCK? It is an amphibious vehicle devel-
oped by the military in WWII, to carry our
warriors on land and into the sea, and back again,
if necessary. I can remember my astonishment
when I first observed these DUCKS running
between Tinian and Saipan Islands, Mariana
Chain, during WWII.
FACTORY TOURS

 Jim Dodson, editor of HACK'D Magazine,
led a group to the Harley-Davidson sidecar
manufacturing facility at Tomahawk, Wisconsin.
A tour for the rally-goers, to the Harley-Davidson
Motorcycle plant in Milwaukee, was also sched-
uled.

John Hettinger, of the Northern Illinois Sidecarists, arrives at the rally on his BMW K-100/
Hedingham SS rig, towing an electric wheelchair.
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Rally..
17th ANNUAL USCA NATIONAL RALLY..

CHURCH SERVICE
The Christian Motorcyclists Association

held a church service, which was well attended,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday at 8:00a.m.
They also had a vendor booth for any that wanted
to get acquainted with their fine organization.
USCA, SIDECAR SAFETY PROGRAM
Instructor training.

Eight candidates expressing a desire to
become Sidecar Instructors, came a day early to
the rally, to begin their training.
SSP Course.

Five students were trained on the first day
of the rally. The instructor candidates were the
teachers, under the eyes of the veteran instruc-
tors: Joe Rybacek, Ed Johnson and Jim Fousek.
All passed their respective courses.
FIELD EVENTS
Blindfold, 50 Feet Run

1) Beth Matson
2) Tobin Stanley
3) Brian Koza

Blindfold Course
1) Ken Greene
2) Gary Greene
3) Bob Winter

Balloon Bust
1) Dori Greene
2) Vern Goodwin
3) Carl Heinicke

Hot Dog Bite
1) Gary Greene
2) Chuck Tretyak
3) Ken Greene

SIDECAR TECHNICAL SESSIONS
Jim Gribbin, head of the Technical Advisory

Group, USCA, SSP, held two sidecar technical
sessions on Wednesday, and one on Thursday.
General discussions were held, questions an-
swered and machines measured. Jim is an expert
welder and fabricator and has been involved in
the attaching of many sidecars.

SIDECAR SAFETY INSTRUCTOR
MEETING

A forum, chaired by David Hough, who
recently assumed the position for the task of
curriculum development, USCA SSP. He was
looking for, and received information on the
direction, problems and needs, of the SSP.
BS SESSION (BETTER SIDECARING)

David Hough, author and writer of "Profi-
cient Motorcycling", told anecdotes, and got the
audience talking about sidecaring and safety. His
quick wit and humor, made for a very entertain-
ing and educational session.

Additional events scheduled, rounded out
the program: Dinner Rides, Newsletter Editors
Meeting, Ride to Crane Foundation, and a Ride
to World Circus Museum.
SUMMARY

In summary, Al and Marlene Schultz de-
serve a great round of applause for the well
organized and rounded rally.

We even got free doughnuts each morning
from the restaurant which was the destination of
one of the dinner runs. The location of the rally,
the Wisconsin Dells, offered unrivaled places to
go and things to do. A fantastically wonderful
place to have a sidecar rally.

Attendance was 300. Last year it was 210.
Highest attendance was at the 1993 rally in
Pennsylvania, when the count reached around the
700 amount. This is the first sidecar rally held in
the middle of the week, instead of on the week-
end. Are there any comments from the members
on this change?

Each and every year a volunteer is sought to
head up these annual affairs. A sidecar group in
Pennsylvania was thought to be willing to hold
the national sidecar rally in their state next year,
but had to withdraw their offer at the last minute.
The Association is sore pressed at this time to
find a person or group to sponsor the 1996 rally.
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Rally..
17th ANNUAL USCA NATIONAL RALLY..

SIDECAR RIGS

BMW / EML 5

/ Steib 1

/ Ural 3

/Hedingham 2

/Bender 1

/Hough 1

/HitchHiker 1

/Watsonian 1

/Vetter 1

/Velorex 1

H-D /Harley 12

/California 2

/CMW 1

/Watsonian 2

/International 1

/Spyder 1

/Velorex 1

/Hannegan 1

Honda CB750 /Spirit Eagle 1

Sabre /Velorex 1

Silver Wing /Velorex 1

Gold Wing /Ultra 1

/Vetter 3

/Saluki 1

/California 9

/Watsonian 5

/EML 7

/Champion 3

SIDECAR RIGS

Honda

Gold Wing /Hannegan 2

/Motorvation 4

//Velorex 2

/Ride By Side 1

/California "Flexit" 1

/Neval 1

/Gazelle 1

/Starlite 1

/HitchHiker 1

Kawasaki ? /California 1

? /Ride By Side 1

? /Good One 1

? /Home Made 1

Moto Guzzi /Hannegan 1

/Watsonian 1

/Velorex 1

/EML 1

/Easy Rider 1

Neval/Neval 1

Suzuki Cavalcade/California 2

GS1100G/Steib 1

Intruder/Velorex 1

?/Velorex 2

Ural/Ural 5

Yamaha ?/Motorvation 1

Venture/Good One 1

/Velorex 1

/EZS 1
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Rally..
17th ANNUAL USCA NATIONAL RALLY..

The registration tent. Chris Rybacek supervises childrens games.

Debbie Wentzel helps the kids with crafts.
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Rally..
17th ANNUAL USCA NATIONAL RALLY..

The DUCKS were a more popular attraction.

Vendors included T-shirts and hats.

The Dodsons and the HACK'D booth.

Oxy-Off display.

Pinstriping was available for your rig.

 Ural America with demo rigs.
Ural dealer Mary Berkes, Terry

Hopkins, Ural owner & Steve Krings, Ural dealer.
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Rally..
17th ANNUAL USCA NATIONAL RALLY..

All photos this page: David L. Hough.

Kurt Leibhaber leads a technical session at
the USCA Rally in Wisconsin Dells.

Jim Dodson with Rally Chairman Al Schultz
in sidecar.

"Are we
having fun

yet?"

Popping the Balloon in Field Events.
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Rally..
17th ANNUAL USCA NATIONAL RALLY..

FIELD EVENTS
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Rally..
17th ANNUAL USCA NATIONAL RALLY..

SSP RANGE & FIELD EVENTS

Joe Rybacek, Chief Sidecar Instructor,
teaching theory of sidecar rigging to the

instructor candidates.

Range exercise #9, controlling S/C wheel lift.

SSP Class Discussions.

SSP Range maneuvers.

 Ed Johnson instructing SSP.

More SSP range instruction/discussion.

A rig starts into the SSP range course.
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Rally..
17th ANNUAL USCA NATIONAL RALLY..

WINNERS
Top to bottom, left:

Grand Tour, P. Kelly. Long Distance Female,
Linda Mooney. Long Distance Solo Female,
Debbie Wentzel, and also Youngest Female
Solo. Oldest Sidecar Ridden, Pete De Boer.

Top to bottom, right:
Long Distance Sidecar Male, George

Rajaswasser. Long Distance Solo Male, Cliff
Irwin. Oldest Sidecar Rig Trailered, Clifford

Lamie.
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Rally..
17th ANNUAL USCA NATIONAL RALLY..

Vern Goodwin, passenger, in his Philippine Taxi rig, Al Schultz on Honda motorcycle.
Vern gave free rides for all at rally.

David Hough, writer,
Fred Huntman,

President, Hoosier
Hacks

and
J.R. Ewing, sidecar
technical writer and
owner of articulating

Suzuki GS1100E/
Steib.

Hannigan Sidecar lineup.
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Rally..
17th ANNUAL USCA NATIONAL RALLY..

Top to bottom, left: Youngest sidecar
passengers, five year old twins, Whitney and
Asley Kroza. People's Choice 1st Place, Carl
Heinicke, HD/H-D. People's Choice 3rd Place,
Doug Miller, Yamaha FJ/Side Bike. Winners,
sidecar classes. Top to bottom, right: People's
Choice 2nd Place, Beth Madsen, Goldwing/
EML. Hard Luck Trophy, David Cook of
Motorvation Sidecar Display (metal art
created by Kurt Liebhaber). Art Massey
receiving gift from the Dodson's of HACK’D
Magazine.
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Rally..
17th ANNUAL USCA NATIONAL RALLY..

AMA Safety Award to David Hough (left).
AMA Service Award to Marilyn McManus

(center). AMA Safety Award to Jim Gribbin,
head of USCA, SSP Technical Advisory

Group.

Oldest Driver Award to Alvin Colson, 75 yrs.Bob Gerend demonstrates how you balance a
Ural to service the right cylinder valves.

A well deserved round of applause and
recognition to USCA Rally hosts, Al and

Marlene Schultz.
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Rally..
17th ANNUAL USCA NATIONAL RALLY..

James Moore, Chicagoland NSF Instructor, practice teaching SSP students.

75th Birthday, Ed Johnson, June 29, 1995, at
National Rally. Chris and Jim Dodson flank
Ed. Ed got a Mickey Mouse driving Minnie

mouse in a sidecar.

Jim Fousek, USCA, SSP Instructor, with Tom
Van Horn, new Sidecar Instructor, walking up

in background.
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Rally..
17th ANNUAL USCA NATIONAL RALLY..

Combined photo, USCA Sidecar
Safety Program: Completed

Sidecar Safety Program;
Florence Cranor, Terry Mc

Manus, Sam Ostwald, Sandy
Schafer, Mike Sucharski,

Charles Tretyak.
Newly certified USCR, SSP

Instructors; Mary Berkes, Mark
Engbring, Bob Gerend, Terry

Hopkins, Stephen Krings, James
Moore, Tom Van Horn.

Appointed by the BOD USCA,
SSP, to Chief Sidecar Instructor,

David Hough.

Mark Engbring, instructor candidate, discusses range technique.

Another rig goes
through the range

course.
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Rally..
DAYTONA '95

By Spencer Bennett
This year's ride down to Daytona, was

pleasant enough with Mike Pandolf and I, leav-
ing Memphis, in 28 degree weather, but getting
to the sun in Tallahassee, by the first night's stop.

Due to having to conduct some business in
Orlando, I was not able to get down to Daytona,
until Monday, which is one of the Vintage Days
and really brings out some of the neatest equip-
ment.

I spent the day at the track, both watching
the racing and eyeballing some of the really neat
sidecars that showed up.

A Hartmann sidecar seen at Daytona '95. One
of the two gentlemen standing behind it (one
with headband plus one in striped shirt) was
the owner. Rig is based on K-100 BMW and

appears to be most roadable with 15-inch
wheels and car tires.

A French Comete sidecar, based on FJ1200
Yamaha. Features sidecar wheel that turns

with the bike front wheel. Has 13-inch wheels
and 60-series car tires. Had California plates...

think they rode it in?

Unfortunately, I had to leave early this year
but still managed to snap the photos accompany-
ing this article. All of the equipment pictured,
was being ridden and was most interesting to see.

The two gentlemen shown with the
Hartmann sidecar, were from Germany, and
while their English was much better than my
German, we still had a time communicating.
Especially about some of the rigs' more technical
features!

This mix of personalities and nationalities is
part of what makes Daytona, so unique and
enjoyable, and is one of the reasons to make it if
you can.
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Texas Jawa s/c and MuZ m/c seen at Daytona '95. Nice rig with 15-inch car tire on back from
factory. Tire was worn with  4,500 miles on odometer, overall appearance is very slick.

Rally..
DAYTONA '95

This /2 BMW w/sidecar was ridden in, towing the trailer! it did have a 900cc late model
(relatively) power plant, along with disc brakes and other updates.

Very nice Indian sidecar rig seen at bike judging, Vintage Day, Daytona '95.
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SSP
COLLEGE DU PAGEBy Ed Johnson

A Sidecar Safety
Program was held on
August 12, 1995, at
College of Du Page,
Glen Ellyn, Illinois.

Fourteen stu-
dents were enrolled,
with course instruc-
tors including Jim
Fousek, Jim Zikuda,
Jeanine Johnson,
Steve Kames and Ed
Johnson. All students
passed the course and
included:
David Adler, Oak

Park, IL
Scott Bagnall, Skokie,

IL
Terry Gable,

Lafayette, IL
Laura Greene, Lake

Forest, IL
Scott Hardtman, Lake

Forrest, IL
Alan James, Glen

Ellyn, IL
Bernard Kamenear,

Hoffman Estates,
IL

Lawrence Kaspari,
Wood Dale, IL

William McAlpine,
Ottawa, IL

Anderw fliedema,
Hanover Park, IL

Virginia Miedema,
Hanover Park, IL

Brian Peterson,
Palatina, IL

Steven Rosenfeld,
Glencoe, IL

Edward Stimach,
Forest View, IL

Range exercises with SSP rigs.

Andrew and
Virginia

Miedema with
Virginia's Honda
750A/Velorex rig,

with other
students seeking

shade in 95°
temperatures.

Class
photo.
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Members
DOUG WOODIN

By Doug Woodin
I have been riding motorcycle of one type or

another all my life since age 14 (32 years). I was born
in West Haven, Connecticut, in 1949, but my family
moved to Pompano Beach, Florida, in 1956. My first
bike would be a 1963 Yamaha YA-1, 125cc, followed
by a 1972 Suzuki GT 750 "Waterbuffalo." (19721976).

My next bike would get me involved with
sidedcars, being a 1974 Moto Guzzi Eldorado Police
Special with Jawa sidecar (1980-1985). There was also
a 1973 Kawasaki Z-1 900 and 1979 Yamaha 1100.

I am married with two grown children, three
stepchildren and six grandchildren. I have never kept
track of mileage on any hike. The Moto Guzzi I have
now (1975 Eldorado Police Special - 1990 to present)
has 94,500 miles on it. I guess I have well over 200,000

miles on bikes over the years, and currently own two
motorcycles, the other being a 1990 Kawasaki Police
Special with Velorex 562E sidecar (1994 to present).

I am the Central Florida Rep for the Moto Guzzi
National Owners Club.  I would be interested in
helping to organize a sidecar rally for the Florida/
Georgia area. I make my living building and remodel-
ing homes and condos, having been a Journeyman
Carpenter since 1972. I work primarily in Flagler and
St. Johns Counties.

The weather is beautiful and we get to ride year
around. I have a two year old Rottweiler named
"Boxy" that rides in the sidecar 60 miles each day
(round trip) to work and home. She loves it.
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SSP
INSTRUCTOR CORNER

By David L. Hough, Curriculum Development
Coord.

Earlier this year, I sent out some letters to the
folks who have expressed an interest in sidecar train-
ing. I suggested we get together at the USCA National
rally in Wisconsin Dells, for a face-to-face chat. Matter
of fact, we had a great meeting, with 30-or-so instruc-
tors and others, including Bob Gerend of Ural
America. Some folks made the rally just to be at the
meeting. One of the suggestions was to include a
column in The SIDECARIST, for instructors and
others interested in training.

The USCA Sidecar safety Program, under the
guidance of Ed Johnson, continues to train new
instructors. The course given by Ed and Jim Fousek,
prior to the rally, graduated several new instructors.
Considering the number of instructors and sidecarists
trained under the SSP, some folks think Ed Johnson
manages the program full-time, but the SSP is entirely
voluntary, and additional to his employment. There are
no paid staff personnel, no national office, and no
curriculum development budget. Ed and I simply
follow the advice of that bumper sticker: Just Do It.

SSP courses are funded entirely through whatever
independent training sites decide to charge. Unlike
Motorcycle Safety Foundation rider training courses,
the SSP doesn't have curriculum materials available, so
each instructor is responsible to locate suitable training
aids. Considering the volunteer staff, it's pretty amazing
what the SSP has managed to accomplish. We owe Ed
a round of applause.

As the Curriculum Development "Chief", I am
making suggestions to Ed, concerning various details
of the training course. Where possible, I think we
should make the exercises as useful as possible, but
also easy to teach. I've already made some suggestions
for revisions. When we get to the point of modifying
exercises, we'll describe the changes here.

The SSP is not certified by the Motorcycle Safety
Foundation. Remember, that the MSF is funded by the
major importers and manufacturers, and none of them
currently approve of the addition of sidecars to any of
their products. Even Harley-Davidson does not sell an

assembled sidecar combination, but rather sells a
sidecar accessory capable of being attached to certain
of it's motorcycles.

There would be many advantages to teaching
sidecar courses under the umbrella of the MSF. And
this year I have been working on the MSF to allow us
to teach a test sidecar version of the "learn-to-ride"
Motorcycle Rider Course here in Washington State.
We were getting very close to that, when the MSF
suddenly cut budget and staff in early July. The people I
had been working with are no longer with the MSF,
which came as quite a shock to me. The bottom line is
that we will need to continue dealing with sidecar
training independently, perhaps for some time in the
future.

The primary focus of our discussions at the rally,
was to think through how we expect new sidecarists
learn to drive their outfits. While most of us agree that a
formal training course is the best way to help new
hacker learn, we realize that the majority of sidecar
novices will not be able to take training courses, even if
they understand the importance. Sidecar rigs are
typically purchased one at a time, and the buyers are
likely to be far apart. The most likely scenario is that a
novice will assemble or purchase an outfit, then teach
themself to drive it, based on whatever information can
be found. That’s a bit scary to consider, but that’s how
most of us did it.

If learning to drive an outfit is most likely to be a
do-it-yourself experience, the best help we can be is to
provide good information. Our current USCA books
are already a prime source of sidecar information, and
many sidecar manufacturers and installers provide
copies to new sidecarists. Our books are the result of
long hours of labor by selfless members, but we must
recognize that those books weren’t written as training
manuals for the new sidecar pilot, and don’t mirror
what we teach in class.

Further, both the books and our sidecar training
courses assume the new sidecarist is an experienced
motorcyclist. Importers such as Ural America, have
discovered that approximately one third of their
purchasers have no prior motorcycle experience. What
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SSP..
INSTRUCTOR CORNER..

that means, is that there is a real need to provide
learn-to-drive instruction, assuming the new sidecarist
doesn’t even know how to operate a clutch, or shift.

Ural’s answer to this need is a book, “Driving
The Ural”, which should be available soon to new Ural
purchasers. The book starts from square one, explain-
ing such details as controls and operation, then
progresses through a series of exercises which can
either be used as self-practice, or used as a “course” by
a dealer or instructor. Obviously, since Ural is financing
their own book, they aren’t eager to release copies of it
to competing manufacturers or importers.

More to the point, the Ural book is specific to
Urals. It doesn’t go into details such as the selection of
a motorcycle for sidecar use, or rigging techniques,
because the Ural comes assembled. It includes lessons
on using reverse, and explains different driving tech-
niques for two-wheel drive rigs, for example.

Some of us think a generic “learn-to-drive” text is
needed for other sidecarists. Such a book would cover
additional details not included in the Ural hook. I plan
to write such a book starting this winter, using Driving
The Ural as a baseline, and donate the work to the
USCA. The “generic” book would be available to
anyone through the USCA.
We’ll be leaning on sidecar
manufacturers, importers,
and installers, to help with
publication.

Assuming we get such
a new book published and
available, it will shortly be
obvious that the practice
exercises in the book are
different from the current
SSP course. One reason for
this is that the book exer-
cises include novice infor-
mation such as practice in
starting the engine. But the
more important reason is
that exercises must be

simple if they are to be used in self-study. Neither the
novice nor the helpful dealer are likely to take the effort
to set up complex series of cones. I am not proposing
that we necessarily simplify the SSP exercises to match
the book, but I would propose that the book be avail-
able as a classroom text if it proves to be useful for that.
Currently, the SSP courses don’t have classroom
lessons on such topics as techniques for driving in
traffic, or cornering dynamics.

For those of you who are already involved in
sidecar operator training, I’d appreciate a card or letter
from time to time, to keep me up to date on what
you’re doing and what you think we need to do. Please
write me directly at: David L. Hough, 93 Thunder Rd.,
Port Angeles, WA 98362. You can also try a telephone
call at (360)452-0901. Remember, we’re on pacific
time here.

Next time, we’ll include information about who’s
who in sidecar training. “Scuttlebut” is that Pete Smith
has left hectic California SC, and set up a custom
sidecar facility in Kamloops, Canada. Pete designs
special outfits such as commercial rigs and machines
for the handicapped. Side Effects Sidecar Specialists,
RR5 S3 C143, Kamloops, B.C. Canada V2C 6C2.
Telephone (604)573-2364. FAX: (604)573-2365.
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S/C RUN
SIERRA SIDECAR SPECTACULAR

Photo: Martin J. Filiatrault
[The following is reprinted from the Sierra Pacific Sidecar Club
Newsletter, August, 1995]
By Neil Jameson

For those of you who didn't get to attend Mari-
posa this year, you missed a good time. Everyone
enjoyed themselves, Mother Nature smiled upon us
with great weather through the whole week, and even
though we moved it to June from August, to escape the
really hot weather, she seemed to somehow find us in
Mariposa and try to cook us.

The mystery Ride into Yosemite, was spectacular
beyond words -- thanks, Del Ryan, for leading it. There
were waterfalls that no one had ever seen before,
thanks to an unusually wet year. The valley floor
meadows were still lakes. The snow still covered all
the surrounding high areas and some of the passes
weren't even open. But still, it was beautifully warm
and everything was green and in bloom as only the
High Sierras can be.

The sidecar games were exciting as usual, with
John Baber and his sacrificial monkey putting on a
great show (It's not whether you win or not, it's how
many times can you make the monkey lose his bal-
ance!) and the McAuley kids from Nevada City with
their sidecar bicycle.

The dinner ride to Mt. Bullion was very satisfying
-- more than we could
eat, as usual, and a great
visit with the young men
there. it was too early in
the year for the annual
migration of the tarantu-
las, thank heav-
ens... I don't really think
anyone missed them.
Thanks, Dan Doyle, for
setting it up.

I think I set a new
record for the fastest
awards ceremony and the
most door prizes given
out in the shortest amount

of time with the able assistance of Del Ryan. Thanks to
Mario Saviano and Vickie Petree, for the donations of
the Wee Willies, my favorite door prize of all time.
Also thanks to Bill McIlhatan, Del Ryan, Dan Doyle,
John Baber, Jim Patt and Alan Huntzinger for garner-
ing door prizes. Somewhere there's the complete list of
dealers who donated all the prizes, but off the top of
my head, please say thanks to BMW of Fresno, Honda
of Fresno, Harley-Davidson of Vallejo, Road Rider and
Harley-Davidson of West L.A., if you're in the neigh-
borhood. formal thanks are going out to them when
Alan locates the list.

We instituted a new position at the Mariposa
outing this year: Chief Raffle Ticket Vendor and Arm
Twister, Hue McIlhatan. She was almost worth her
weight in sales, but won't admit to how much she
weighs.

As you know, our financial success at Mariposa,
is what pays for the newsletter all year long and is one
of the main reasons that there are no dues involved in
our club. You go to Mariposa or call us, and you're a
member. It's that simple.

Next year will be the 15th Annual Sierra Sidecar
Spectacular. It will be held on the next-to-last weekend
of June, the 22nd and 23rd, at Mariposa. Don't tell
Mother Nature, just mark your calendar and start
collecting door prizes.
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By the late James C. Wilson, 1900-1995
The letter was signed by Eric Kitching, of

Twickenham, England, and addressed to the
Mayor of Lincoln, Nebraska, U.S.A.

The Mayor had forwarded it to the Lincoln
city librarian, who had forwarded it to Jane
Nyberg, librarian of our little village of Polk, and
Jane had just handed it to me.

"Who's Eric Kitching?"

I asked. "I never heard of him."

"Read the letter," she said.

Mr. Kitching, it appeared, was a dedicated
antique motorcycle hobbyist, historian and
restorer of old bikes, with a collection of 15
ancient rigs lovingly rescued from the scrap
heap. While browsing in a London antique-book
shop, he had run across a copy of the British
edition of Three-Wheeling Through Africa.

"I was fascinated," he wrote, "by this lively
account of the first motorized, transcontinental
crossing of Africa, north of Lake Tchad. What
had become of the author? Was he still alive? I
had to find out!"

Knowing from the book that my partner,
Francis Flood, and I had started out from Lin-
coln, he had picked up the trail there and found

As 1995 winds down to a close, it is fitting to reflect on James Calmar Wilson, truly a
man of this century, and notable sidecarst.
Jim, as he liked to sign his letters, was born on October 8, 1900, and passed away
on January 31, 1995, having lived through about 95% of what we term our century.
In 1927-1928, Jim, and his college chum, Francis Flood, did the impossible and
crossed Africa with two sidecar rigs. In the 1930s, Jim authored a book about the
crossing, which has long been out of print.
After the world discovered that Jim was still alive and in his 90s... and sharp as a
tack... renewed interest in his book led toward the possibility of re-issuing the work.
In the process, Jim was asked to write an introduction, bringing his life story up to
date and offering some thoughts on this changing world.
On May 29, 1994, eight months before the end of his life, Jim wrote me one of his
final letters, and enclosed a first draft of his introduction, saying I was welcome to
use any of it. What follows, is in Jim's own words --ed.

THE WILSON CHRONICLES

me, very much alive at age 93, on this beautiful
Nebraska farm near the cozy little village my
father had founded almost 90 years ago.

We struck up a lively correspondence, as a
result of which Eric wrote an article telling
about his search for me, summarizing the
African adventure -- which took place in 1927-
28 -- and bringing my life story up to date. The
article appeared in the Autumn 1993 issue of
Old Bike, a British magazine devoted to the
interests of antique-motorcycle enthusiasts.
Letters from excited readers began streaming
across the Atlantic!.

One of the letters enclosed an account of
the adventure in a French magazine. Another
was from Bernd Tesch, a German motorcycle
adventurer, proprietor of a supply depot and
information service for venturesome travelers,
and owner of the world's largest collection of
motorcycling books, articles and memorabilia.
He had reviewed the German version of my
book, “Bei Motorrad and Bl'eiwagen Quer
Durch Afrika,” several years ago, and had just
published a 432-page guide to his collection,
“Motorrod Abenteur Touren,” including a two-
page summary of my book. "It is too important
to be lost," he wrote me. "It must be preserved
for present-day readers."

Historical
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Wilson & Flood in Africa - 3-Wheeling Through Africa, 1936

Meanwhile, a remarkable series of events
was unfolding in the United States. The Ameri-
can edition of “Three-Wheeling  Through  Af-
rica,” had gone out of print in 1942, when the
plates were melted down to make bullets for
World War II -- an ironic fate for a book about an
epic adventure in world friendliness! However,
an Ohio motorcycling enthusiast and television
producer, Constantine Galanopulo, had found a
tattered copy in a used-book store, and had been
so enthralled that he had brought a crew to Polk,
to interview me for a TV documentary. He has
also arranged for deposit of the book, my Na-
tional Geographic articles, films, and supporting
documents, in the National Archives of the
Library of Congress.

Suddenly Nebraska's leading newspaper, the
Omaha World-Herald, woke up to the fact that I
had crossed Africa on a motorcycle 65 years ago
and written a book about it that had miraculously

risen from the dead in Europe. Other newspapers
picked up the story. The news hit the American
motorcycling fraternity like a thunderbolt. To
date [May, 1994 --ed], there have been articles in
four U.S. biker's periodicals, including the
Journal of the International Historic Motorcycle
Society. Last week I got a letter from a fan in
South Africa!

The sudden international explosion of
excitement over an event that took place more
than six decades ago is incredible to me. But the
most exciting development was still to unfold.
Imagine my amazement when my friend Bernd
Tesch, wrote me that a German publisher was
interested in re-issuing my book in paperback --
after almost six decades! -- and wanted me to
write an introduction bringing the story up to
date!
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What, the publisher wanted to know, had I
done with my life, after surviving that incredible
African adventure?

To continue the story, we roamed around
India for a month, hiked across Burma and
halfway across Siam (now Thailand), and sailed
a big bamboo raft down the Me Ping River to the
coast.

On that voyage, I got kissed by the wrong
kind of mosquito. I became a living skeleton,
ravaged by a rare form of tropical fever. With no
direction in my life, no pattern for the future, no
idea how to "fit in", I was depressed enough to
die.

The only person who understood was Alice
Olmsted, a gentle, sensitive little girl whom I had
dated casually during a brief return to university
before the African adventure. I had told her I
didn't want to be tied down. Now I wanted to be
tied down -- to her -- more than anything else in
the world.

At last, after five years of trial and error,
false starts and disappointments, I had a reason
for living. And I had learned enough to have
something to offer the world.

I found a berth in the English Department of
Iowa State University, we were married, and
Alice nursed me back to health. While I taught
students how to think and write, Alice taught
them how to live, as they flocked to her for
council and encouragement. We had found our
niche in life. Within a year, it was brightened by
the arrival of tiny David, and a few months later
a baby brother was on the way.

But by 1931, the Great Depression was in
full swing in the United States. College enroll-
ment had plummeted disastrously. As the newest
member in my department, I was the first to go.
The Alumni Association had a contest in
progress for a new university Alma Mater, with a
$100 prize. The last thing I did before leaving
was to write a song, "The Bells of Iowa State,"
and enter it in the contest.

Historical..
The stock market crash had wiped out all

our savings, as it had for millions of Americans.
With a wife, our second baby on the way, and

no job, the only salable asset I had was the
story of that incredible African adventure. I had
given a few illustrated talks locally, and had been
called on to fill a cancellation at the Chicago
Museum of Natural History, where the audience
had given me a standing ovation. Maybe -- just
maybe -- I could make a living for us, telling the
story!

As soon as the second little brother popped
out, we loaded our camping equipment into our
car and headed for the Chicago area, looking for
some kind of refuge where we could keep body
and soul together till I got established as a travel
lecturer.

A mile back from Lake Michigan, we found
a tiny, two-room summer cottage that looked
abandoned. The yard was strewn with garbage,
the paint was peeling off, and the only plumbing
was a hand pump and a shabby little oneholer,
but it had a roof and four walls, the hillside was a
paradise of oak trees and wildflowers, and there
was a pond at the bottom with turtles and frogs.

The owner, a retired school-teacher
reeling from the Depression, was desperate to
sell. She would take $1600 -- $100 down, and
$25 a month. But I had to tell her we couldn't
spare the hundred dollars. It would run us too
close to the edge.

The next morning there was a letter in the
post office for me from Iowa State University.
My song had won first prize! Whoopie!

Triumphantly, I escorted the school teacher
to the bank, endorsed the check to her, and we
executed a contract. That afternoon, Alice and I
moved in with the babies, spread our camping
gear out on the floor and wired for our furniture.

That tiny cottage in the woods was not only
an idyllic place to raise two little boys. It was the
best investment we could have made with the
ISU prize money. When a little sister arrived and
we moved into a bigger home after eight years,
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we owned four farms, free and lear, and a sub-
stantial portfolio of securities.

It wasn't easy! Lecture committees, too, had
been hard hit by the Depression, and I was
practically unknown. To begin with, I booked
myself into local churches, lodge halls and
service clubs for half of the collection. I'd drive
50 miles and back, come home with $7.67, and
we'd live on it for a week.

In December, an east coast lecture bureau
booked me into the Bridgeport (Connecticut)
Community Forum. I drove 800 miles through
sleet and snow, sleeping in my car. Twenty miles
from Bridgeport, I pulled off beside a little
stream, broke the ice, lit my camp stove, shaved,
put on my tuxedo, drove into town and gave my
lecture to 1200 cheering people. That night, I was
sleeping in a wheat field 40 miles west of
Bridgeport, on my way home. Of my $50 fee --
less $12.50 commission -- I took home $26.70.
(Gasoline was only 16 cents a gallon.)

That first year, we took in less than $1800,
out of which I paid my traveling expenses, we
kept up the payments on the cottage, spent $250
for an impressive lecture brochure, and kept the
babies gaining weight.

The next season, I had steady bookings -- 12
dates a week! -- with two small bureaus that
supplied low-cost speakers to schools and
smaller clubs and colleges. It was a man-killing
schedule, but I was getting to be known, and we
were getting ahead -- at a price.

The months of separation were unbearably
lonely for Alice and me, and my two little boys
were growing up hardly knowing who their
father was. Besides that, inexperienced projec-
tionists kept tearing up my film and getting my
slides in upside down, and hotel bills and restau-
rant meals were taking a heavy toll.

We solved all the problems by commission-
ing a contractor to build us a travel trailer -- a
rare novelty in those days. With a bright teen-
ager, eager to see the country and ride herd on
the two little boys while Alice ran my projection

Historical..
equipment and kept the lecture committees
happy, we were ready to go.

By this time, I had got on the list of the
leading chain of lecture bureaus in the country,
and they had booked a seven-month, 25,000-
mile, nation-wide tour for me in 1933-34. It was
the first of six.

My relatives were horrified. "It isn't fair to
the little boys," they said. "They need a settled
home." But they didn't seem to miss it. They
learned to be adaptable, resourceful and obser-
vant, to meet all kinds of people, and to make the
most of every day, as it came. By the time they
started to school, they knew more about Ameri-
can geography than their teacher did. When a
little sister arrived, even she got a taste of what it
meant to be a woman of the world! Alice wrote a
beautiful article for The Saturday  Evening  Post
(Aug. 14, 1937) about raising kids on wheels.
When the check arrived, seven-year-old Dave
reported to a friend, "My mom got $500 -- free!"

During those years, I lectured almost every
place where lectures are given, from the National
Geographic Society and the Boston Harvard
Club to the Podunk County Grange. In all that
time, we missed only one date.

But there were stirring times! sleet storms,
blizzards, 400-mile over-night drives from an
evening date to a 9 o'clock college assembly the
next morning. One night while Alice was driving
through a blinding downpour on a mountain
road, tons of rock came crashing down in the
road ahead. Another night she almost ran into a
bear crossing the road. It wasn't exactly a sooth-
ing life but it was always interesting. Everywhere
we went, we were celebrities, because of my
lectures and our unique way of life. Lecture
committees rhapsodized over the two little boys.
In supermarket parking lots, total strangers
would knock on the door and ask, "May we have
a peek at your little house?"

In January 1934, my National Geographic
article came out -- the longest article ever pub-
lished in the Geographic  up to that time --
followed by my book in 1936.
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The book drew a front-page review in the
New York Times, and made the Times bestseller
list. My lecture fees went up astronomically, and
I launched another lecture, about the raft trip
down the Me Ping.

In 1938-39, I made another trip around the
world, writing for World Letters, a New York
company that supplied educational material to
schools. That gave me still another story to tell.

But my kind of lecturing was a young man's
game. I dispensed romance, glamour, and youth-
ful adventure -- with enough sound philosophy to
give listeners something to think about when
they got home.

As I got into my 40's, I could foresee the
day when the biddies in the women's clubs
would stop drooling over me and the cuties in the
Mississippi girls' boarding schools would stop
pussying up after the lecture and cooing, "Oh
Mistah Wilson, Rh think you'ah just wondahful!"

And the war clouds had suddenly exploded
over Europe. My message of world friendliness
through cultural understanding was ironically
irrelevant to the immediate reality of the times.

I gave my last lecture in Raleigh, North
Carolina, the day before the Japanese bombed
Pearl Harbor. During the War, too old for mili-
tary service, I drove a truck to help build an
Army air base, shucked corn for one of our
Colorado farm tenants whose sons had joined the
Navy, and Alice and I did volunteer work and
wrote magazine articles on the wartime use and
conservation of natural resources.

After the War, I taught Agricultural Journal-
ism and Technical Writing at Colorado State
University. But I did too good a job! Soon my
students and I were turning out more magazine
articles than the college Office of Information.
And the Agronomy Department deeply resented
the experiments Alice and I were carrying out on
our Colorado farms in cooperation with the Soil
Conservation Service. The jealousy, pettiness and
personal enmity finally put an end to my teaching
years.

Historical..
But we had become more and more inter-

ested in the conservation aspects of agriculture.
When the tenant on our beautiful eastern Ne-
braska farm announced his intention to retire and
raise Social Security payments instead of corn
and milo, we decided to take it over ourselves
and produce seed of the lovely, drought-resistant
native grasses

Indiangrass, Big and Little Bluestem,
Switchgrass and others -- that covered the
American Great Plains and prairies in the days of
the Indians and the buffalo.

Millions of acres of erodible land that
should have been left in grass had been plowed
up and were wasting away year after year. The
Soil Conservation Service had initiated an
extensive revegetation program. Good prairie
grass seed was scarce, but they had begun to
develop improved varieties, adapted to different
climatic ranges and soil conditions. We would
produce and market these seeds.

At age 55, I was embarking on a brand new
career in a practically brand new field. In a way,
it was almost as much of a challenge as three-
wheeling through Africa. To produce high-
quality prairie grass seed consistently, we had to
level the entire farm, yard by yard, for pump
irrigation, and design and build a special process-
ing plant.

For 20 years we were prime movers in the
nation-wide revegetation movement, producing
seed and "know-how" to heal the wounded land,
create new wildlife refuges and "people pas-
tures", landscape homes, industrial plants and
public buildings, and beautify the nation's high-
ways. We were "environmentalists" before the
term ever got into the dictionary!

In 1967, we published a lovely color-photo
book, Grass  Land -- the story of grass, animals
and people in the American Great Plains since
earliest times. Our son Steven did the photogra-
phy, and Alice and I wrote the text. It is still
quoted in conservation journals and scientific
papers.
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By 1975, the exciting pioneer period of
growth and learning in the seed business was
pretty well over, I was 75 years old, and I wanted
to show Alice a bit more of the world before we
got too creaky in the joints.

After visiting our older son David and his
family in Nigeria, where he was setting up
chemistry studies in a new university, we criss-
crossed Mexico and Central America by camper,
wintered in Hawaii, Florida and the Caribbean,
summered in Alaska and eastern Canada, and
explored both sides of the Mediterranean, from
Portugal and Morocco to Turkey and Syria.

In the souk in Marrakesh, we ran across a
wandering Berber minstrel from the southern
Sahara, entertaining his turbanned, white-robed
listeners with epic poems, songs and legends.

Through an interpreter, I asked him, "Do
you know the story of the two great white giants
who crossed Africa on fire-breathing donkeys?"

He smiled, nodded, and motioned us to sit
down, and there in the bustling Marrakesh
marketplace I heard the legend of my own
motorcycle crossing of Africa.

Inevitably, as the years passed, the urge --
and strength -- to adventure in far places de-
clined. But we still had adventure in our minds.
Our comfortable home, which Alice had de-
signed to look as if it had grown out of the earth,
was filled with books and trophies of our wan-
derings. And in the village, less than a mile away,
were friends whose minds we had been too busy
to explore.

Alice edited the poems she had written over
the years, and assembled two beautiful books.
Inspired by the 1984 ISU Honorary Alumnus
Award for The Bells  of Iowa State, I went back
to writing music. My crowning effort was a full-
scale three-act musical, Hey!  Where's Nebraska?
-- music, lyrics and script. Like all of Alice's and
my writings, the play has a purpose. It tells the
story of a talented Nebraska farm boy's eye-
opening encounter with life in a big New York
advertising agency, what he learned from it, and

what he did with what he learned. A girl is
involved, of course. Correction: two girls. It was
performed by a fine community theater near
Omaha, in the summer of 1989 and broke all
attendance records in the 13-year history of that
theater. Said one fan: "I felt as if I grew a foot,
watching it."

In October, 1991, I lost my beloved Alice. It
left a void in my life that can never be filled.
Everything we did, we did together. Everything
we thought, we thought together. It was almost as
if we were one person in two bodies. I feel as if
the best part of me is gone.

I still live here on beautiful, peaceful Wide
Skies Farm, where we were so happy for so
many years. I can't think of a better place to live,
in these uncertain, troubled times.

The world has changed a lot in the 67 years
since Francis Flood and I set out to cross Africa
on our sturdy little Triumphs during that period
of comparative tranquillity between the two
World Wars.

Historical..
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Coming Events
RACING SCHEDULES
November 4-5, 1995, Viewfinders Grand Prix, Castaic Park, Castaic, California. Info: Leading Links

Motorcycle Club, Richard Myers, 5877 Carnelian St., Alta Loma, CA 91701. (909)941-6419

November 18-19, 1995, Roadrace, Willow Springs, California. Info: S.R.A. West, Rick Murray, c/o
RGM Engineering, 3937 Ward Ave., North Highlands, CA 95660. (916)339-1778.

December 2-3, 1995, Prairie Dogs Grand Prix, Glen Helen Off-Road Park, San Bernardino, Califor-
nia. Info: Leading Links Motorcycle Club, (909)941-6410.

October 28-29, 1995, 24th Annual Griffith Park Sidecar Rally, Los Angeles, California. Info: Doug
Bingham, (818)780-5542.

USCA SCHEDULES
December 4, 1995, Bigfoot sidecar Club Christmas Party. Info: Dietmar and Jean Uberschar, 8160

Rosewell Ave., Richmond, British Columbia, Canada. (604)271-1183.

January 1, 1996, PolarBear Ride, Northern Illinois Sidecarists. Info: (815)478-5609.

February, 1996, Brass Monkey Sidecar Rally, Mulege, Baja California, Mexico. Presidents Day
Weekend. Info: Jack Zollars, 45023 N. Fig Ave., Lancaster, CA 93534. (805) 945-2397 or Dave
Tenpenny, (602)883-8275.

March 7, 1996, Indian Motorcycle Illustrated Daytona Rally, Klassix Auto Museum, 2909 W. Inter-
national Speedway Blvd., Daytona Beach, Florida, 32124. $10 admission. Info: (904)252-3800.

March 8, 1996, Daytona Beach Boardwalk Motorcycle Show, Daytona Beach, Florida. Over 50
trophied classes from Antique to Radical. Info: JP Promotions, (319)4624855.

March 9, 1996, Hottest Custom Iron Show, Daytona Beach, Florida. $10 admission. (904)252-3800.

April 12-14, 1996, Doo-Dah Sidecar Rally, Village Creek State Park, Wynn, Arkansas. Info: Spencer
Bennett, 961 Charter Oak, Southaven, MS 38671. (901)393-4887.

May 17-19, 1996, Fourth Annual Western Reserve Sidecar Campout. Info: Western Reserve BMW
Club, 8181 Munson Rd., Mentor, OH 44060. (216)2557016.

June 22-23, 1996, Fifteenth Annual Sierra Sidecar Spectacular, Mariposa, California. Info: Neil
Jameson, 390 Hallson Lane, Ben Lomond, CA 95005. (408)336-2476.

August 1-4, 1996, USCA National Rally, Livingston County 4H Park, Pontiac, Illinois. Info: Ed
Johnson, 703 First St., Manhattan, IL 60442. (815)478-5609.

August 5-11, 1996, Black Hills Motor Classic Rally and Races, Sturgis, South Dakota.
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Classifieds
1st Time Ads
For Sale:
1990 Honda GL1500SE Pearl White 36,000 miles.

1994 Friendship 2 Sidecar never used, only
$12,500.00. Raymond Wachob, (217)762-4666. 601
E. Grant St., Monticello, IL 61856.

1989 Moto Guzzi Cal. III w/Velorex sidecar, leather
bags, windshield, 34K miles, $4,500 bike, $900
sidecar, $5,200 both. Call (207)7437703 after
5:00p.m. EST. Iver R. Carlsen, 49 Pleasant St.,
Norway, ME 04268.

1989 Harley FLT with 1992 Champion Escort sidecar,
color matched, cream and gold, extras. $14,950.
Ned Akerman, 19908 Marine View Dr. S.W.,
Seattle, WA 98166. (206)878-7434.

1987 Burgundy Motorvation sidecar, with convertible
top, windows, windshield, tonneau cover and
mounts. Can be seen at HitchHiker Sidecars,
London, Ohio. Phone: (614)852-5373.

1985 Yamaha V-Max with Motorvation Spyder, 5,000
mi., mint, no rain, no winters, always garaged,
$4,700 for combo or $3,300 bike only or $1,800
sidecar only. Roger Colla, 96 E. Lakeshore Trail,
Glastonbury, CT 06033. (860)6331272.

Wanted:
EML rig with BMW K100 or Honda or Guzzi, must

be low miles and very clean. Prefer 1990 or newer.
Roger Colla, 96 E. Lakeshore Trail, Glastonbury, CT
06033. (860)633-1272.

Velorex wanted. Early (oldest) model preferred. Don
Schumann, 788 Barberry Cir., Lafayette, CO 80026-
1572. Tel. (303)6652563 eve.

2nd Time Ads
For Sale:
1986 GW Asp w/88 Frndshp II, leading link forks,

38K mi., color matched, many extras, helmets,
intercom, cover, seat, never out of FL, $8,000. A.E.
Barbour, 9076 Flamingo Cir., N. Ft. Myers, FL
33903. (941)656-1238.

Watsonian Palma sc mtd on '81 Honda Goldwing with
leading link forks. Has • windshield, new battery.
MAC exhaust. Good condition. $3600 or seperate
$1700 sc. Douglas W. Hasert, 4109 Boardman St.,
Minneapolis, MN 55417. (612)727-2611.

1990 Hannigan Comet sidecar, huge trunk, spare
windscreen, mounts for BMW R bike, white
gelcoat, $2000.00. Call 6p.m. - 9p.m. EST. Greg
TenBrook, 882 Lanyard Dr., Cicero, IN 46034.
(317)984-2403.

Velorex 16 inch rim and brake assembly, $75.00 or
trade for convertable top. Steve Terrien, P.O. Box
743, Ware, MA 01082. (413)967-3801

1983 BMW R100RT / Velorex, stainless mufflers,
Krauser bags, Parabellum shield, two seats, tour
ready, $5,500.00. California 1 s/c average cond.
$995.00. Carl Silverstein, 9722 Smitherman,
Shreveport, LA 71115. (318)798-7717.

1990 Kawasaki Police Special, 52,000 mi. w/new
Velorex 562E s/c. Fresh Emron paint, new tires,
chain & sprockets, excel. cond, photos avail.
$3850.00. Douglas Woodin, P.O. Box 2300,
Bunnell, FL 32110. (904)4374263.

Wanted:
Someone with knowledge of s/c like Sidebike or

Dobben u Steinbu or other hi performance rigs.
Steve Terrien, P.O. Box 743, Ware, MA 01082.
(413)967- 3801.
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Manufacturers & Services
Business Cards

Rates: $30/6 issues
USCA Members,  $50/

6 issues (one year),
non-members. Send
business card and

check (US funds only)
to: Advertising
Manager, Selma

Heaton-De Vos, 2208
S. Jefferson, Muncie,

IN 47302.
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Classified Form

DEADLINE ISSUE           .
08 Jan. 1996 Mar-Apr 1996
11 Mar.1996 May-Jun 1996
06 May 1996 Jul-Aug 1996
01 Jul  1996 Sep-Oct 1996
09 Sep 1996 Nov-Dec 1996
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